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JDL EXPO 2020 takes European turn!
This is an all-new edition that is coming.

It’s a huge journey since our first edition in 2008. Step by step, the JDLs are settling in, imposing themselves and are essential today. Established in Beaune since 2013, thanks to the geographical location of this region at the crossroads of all Europe, the ease of the access, its hotels, the beauty of the region and all its emblematic gastronomy as well as the reputation of its wines renowned all over the world... How to not fall “in love” with Beaune?

For 7 years, we have been wearing the colors of this city that welcomes us allowing visitors and exhibitors share an exceptional moment, as all the materials are on display. And that is our motto: Make JDL EXPO in Beaune, the European exhibition of exceptional materials for handling, transport, lifting and access, introduce you to service providers, equipment and accessorize manufacturers, essential linked to equipment.

This year, we are expanding our major account visitors to our “neighboring countries”, Italy which we will also welcome as a country of honor, and Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Belgium, the Netherlands, Spain, Luxembourg. Our major objective of welcoming French-speaking end users is also reinforced thanks to a new team attached to different sectors of activity: industry, construction, environment, energy!

We dedicate all our knowledges to them and to you. Because no company can do without these materials.

We will be here, September 9, 10 and 11, more dynamic than ever, to make you discover the most subtle, the most robust, the strongest, the largest or the smallest machines to enrich your work with new technologies every day, where safety and the environment deserve their place.

This 2020 edition is a real firework of materials which will play the most beautiful of their show.
The Targets

Know what’s new, respond to needs in men, in materials in all security while promoting exchanges.

The Advantages

Simple and fast friendly atmosphere
Reduced costs and profitability
80% of visitors are decision-makers
Turnkey exhibition service and team available 24/24

The Key Figures

200 exhibitors
1000 exposed materials
20 000 visitors

1500 guests at the gala of the JDL Expo

Italy Country of Honor 2020
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OUR SECTORS OF ACTIVITY

CONSTRUCTION

INDUSTRY

ENERGY

ACCESSORIES AND SUPPLIERS

GRIDS

FEATURES AND SERVICES

PORT AND INLAND WATERWAYS
EXHIBITORS

WHO EXHIBITS?

All manufacturers of handling equipment,
lifting, exceptional transport, access platforms,
port handling, handling and forestry transport as well
as all accessories, suppliers and service providers.
CRANE MANUFACTURERS
- mobile cranes
- crawler cranes
- tower cranes
- all terrain cranes
- gantry cranes
- self-erecting cranes
- loader cranes
- harbour cranes
- timber cranes
- truck mounted cranes
- trailer cranes
- cable excavators
- industrial cranes
- mini cranes

ACCESS PLATFORM MANUFACTURERS
- truck-mounted platforms > 3,5 t
- truck-mounted platforms < 3,5 t
- self-propelled platforms
- spiderlifts
- scissor lifts
- mast lifts
- van-mounted work platforms
- trailer-mounted work platforms

FORKLIFT MANUFACTURERS
- industrial forklifts
- telescopic forklifts
- rotating forklifts
- lift trucks
- reachstackers
- truck-mounted forklifts
- gantries

TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS
- trucks
- special gears
- tractors
- tippers
- hydraulic arms
- terminal tractors
- trailers
- semi-trailers
- low bed trailers
- modulars
- SPMTs

HANDLING SYSTEMS
- tele-mast straddle crane
- overhead cranes
- jacks and hydraulic handling systems
- hydraulic gantries

SERVICE COMPANIES
- engineering firms
- consultants
- banks
- ports
- training organisations
- insurances
- handlers
- lifting companies
- transport and logistics companies
- data processing and new technologies

EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORY MANUFACTURERS
- lubricants
- tires
- slings and lashing systems
- anti collision systems
- embedded weighing systems
- engines
- transmissions
- generators
- remote controls
- radio remote controls
- filtration

MORE
- press and communication
- modeling
- agencies
- professional federations

Who exhibits?

- handlers
- lifting companies
- transport and logistics companies
- data processing and new technologies

- engineering firms
- consultants
- banks
- ports
- training organisations
- insurances

- lubricants
- tires
- slings and lashing systems
- anti collision systems
- embedded weighing systems

- engines
- transmissions
- generators
- remote controls
- radio remote controls
- filtration

- tele-mast straddle crane
- overhead cranes
- jacks and hydraulic handling systems
- hydraulic gantries

- trucks
- special gears
- tractors
- tippers
- hydraulic arms
- terminal tractors
- trailers
- semi-trailers
- low bed trailers
- modulars
- SPMTs

- industrial forklifts
- telescopic forklifts
- rotating forklifts
- lift trucks
- reachstackers
- truck-mounted forklifts
- gantries

- truck-mounted platforms > 3,5 t
- truck-mounted platforms < 3,5 t
- self-propelled platforms
- spiderlifts
- scissor lifts
- mast lifts
- van-mounted work platforms
- trailer-mounted work platforms

- mobile cranes
- crawler cranes
- tower cranes
- all terrain cranes
- gantry cranes
- self-erecting cranes
- loader cranes
- harbour cranes
- timber cranes
- truck mounted cranes
- trailer cranes
- cable excavators
- industrial cranes
- mini cranes
The JDL EXPO 2020 exhibition also provides an opportunity to meet French-speaking decision-makers for major projects, key accounts in industry, construction, environment, port authorities and energy!

This year, JDL EXPO 2020 also welcomes transport companies, rental companies, lifting companies from Germany, Austria, Belgium, Luxembourg, Italy, Switzerland and the Netherlands.
INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES
RENTAL COMPANIES
TRANSPORT COMPANIES
LIFTING COMPANIES
TOWER CRANES RENTAL COMPANIES AND ASSEMBLERS
HANDLERS
MAINTAINING COMPANIES
DISTRIBUTORS AND DEALERS
INDUSTRIAL BODIES
CARPENTERS, STEEL, WOOD, CONCRETE
ROOF & WALL SPECIALISTS
PORTS AND PORT AUTHORITIES
ENERGY INDUSTRY
WIND ENERGY
LOCAL AUTHORITIES
ELECTRICITY COMPANIES
NETWORK MANAGERS
TREE PRUNERS
TELECOM SERVICE COMPANIES
MODULAR CONSTRUCTIONS
FOREST HANDLING AND TRANSPORTATION CO.
HOW TO GET THERE?

By train
Travel time
- 2h15 from Paris (connection via Dijon)

By plane
From Saint Exupéry Airport (Lyon) www.lyonaeroports.com
Travel time 1.5 hours from Beaune by car, taxi, VSL…

Direct flights from:

By car
Beaune and its region are served by the network of highways A6, A31, A36, A89 and A40.
Travel time
- 1h30 from Lyon
- 2h00 from Geneva
- 2h30 from Mulhouse
- 3h00 from Paris
- 5h00 from Turin
- 6h00 from Munich

200 hotels, guest rooms in and around Beaune are at your disposal!
https://www.beaune-tourisme.fr/se-loger/hotels-beaune-bourgogne
PRESS

OUR MEDIA PARTNERS BRING YOU GREAT VISIBILITY!

MANUMAG
www.jdlgroupe.com
All information on lifting and handling equipment and access platforms.

Le Mille Pattes Magazine
www.lemillepattesmagazine.com
All information on specialized transport and equipment.

MOVE IT MAGAZINE
www.moveitmagazine.com
Heavy lifting, transports and logistics magazine
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